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The principal results of the paper are as follows. Every cushioned pair-semidevel
opable space is regular. A locally semidevelopable space is semidevelopable if and only if it
is subparacompact. A locally cushioned pair-semidevelopable space is cushioned pair
semidevelopable if it is subparacompact and collectionwise normal.

A topological space X is said to be semidevelopable [l] if there is a sequence of (not
necessarily open) covers of X, r= {r n} :-1 such that for each xEX, {St (x, rn)}: -1 is
a neighborhood base at x. In this case, r is called a semidevelojnnent for X.

If rand 0 are collections of subsets of X, then we say that r is cushioned in 0 if
one can assign to each GEr a D(G) Eo such that, for every r'cr,

CI(U {GIGEr')cU {D(G) IGEr'}.

By a cushioned pair-semidevelopment [2J for X we shall mean a pair of semidevdop
ments (r,o) such that rn is cushioned in On for each n. A topological space X is said
to be cushioned pair-semidevelopable if there exists a cushioned pair-semidevelopment
for X. Unless otherwise stated no separation axioms are assumed.

THEOREM 1. Every cushioned pair-semidevelopable space is regular.

Proof. Let (r,o) be a cushioned pair-semidevelopment of X. For each xEX, let U
be an open set containing the point x. Since 0 is a semi-development, there is an in
teger m such that xESt(x,om)cU. For such m, we put 7m'={GlxE GE rm}. Since I'm
is cushioned in Om,

xElnt St(x, r",)cCI St(x, I'm) =ClCU {GIGETm'})

cU {D(G) IGErm'}cSt(x,Om)cU.

A space is subparacompact [5J if every open cover has a a-discrete closed refinement.
A space is collectionwise normal [3J if for every discrete collection of subsets {H"laEA}
there is a discrete collection of open subsets {G"jaEA} such that H"cG" for every
aEA.

Smirnov [7J has shown that a locally metric space is metrizable if it is paracompact.
Ceder [6J has obtained that a locally stratifiable T1-space is a stratifiable T1-space if it
is paracompact. We can obtain the following

THEOREM 2. A locally cushioned pair-semidevelopable space X is cushioned pair-semi
developable if it is subparacompact and collectionwise normal.

Proof. For each XEX, there is an open neighborhood U. of x with a cushioned
pair-semidevelopment. Since X is subparacompact, there is a a-discrete closed refinement
.12= U:-I.I2n of {U%lxEX}. Now let n he a fixed positive integer. For each BE.I2n> let
x(B) be a fixed element of X such that BcU%(B)o Since X is collectionwise normal,
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the discrete collection J2.n has a discrete collection {G (B) [BcG (B), BEJ2.n} of open
subsets, and there exist open sets V'xeB) and VxeB) in X such that Bc V'xeB) cClVx' CB) c
Vx<BJcClVx<BJc(G(B) n UxeB)' Since every cushioned pair-semidevelopable space is
hereditarily cushioned pair-semidevelopable, Cl VxeB) has a cushioned pair-semidevelop
ment (r(x(B», o(x(B»). For each n,mEN, we put

7n.m= {GIGETm(x(B», BEJ2.n} U {Qn}

and

On,m={GIGEOm(X(B»,BEJ2.n} U{CIQn}

where Qn=X- U {Cl V'xeB) IBEJ2.n}. Then r= {Tn,ml n, mEN} and 0= {on,ml n, mEN} are
sequences of covers of X and we show that (T,8) is a cushioned pairsemidevelopment.

For each zEX, there is an integer nEN s\:,ch that ZE.BEJ2.n• If U is any open set
containing z, there exists some mEN such that zElntCclVxcB))St(z, rm(x(B»)c
St(z, rm(x(B»)c(UnCIVxeB)' By the above construction, z is not contained in any
element of Tm(x (B*) ) for B*(i=B) EJ2.n. Thus we have St(z, Tn.m) =St(z, Tm (x (B) ». Since
Int CCI Vx(B))St (z, rm (x (B) » is open in Cl V"eB), there is an open set G in X such that
GnCIVx<BJ=IntCcIVxcB))St(z, rm(x(B»). On the other hand Gn V'xeB) is open in X,
therefore we have Int St(z, rm(x(B»)::JGn V'xeB) 3z. Hence we obtain (n, m) such that
ZE.lnt St(z, rn.m) cSt(z, rn,m) cU.

Next we have zEolnt St(z, hi) for each k, ZEN. Because if zE VxeBl for some BE
J2.k , then zElntCcIVxcB))St(z, ri(X(B»). Thus we have zElnt St(z, hi) by the above
way. If zE Vx(B' for all BEJ!.k> then zEQk' Since Qk is open, therefore we have zE
Int St (z, hi)'

Thus we have the following proposition: (1) r is a semidevelopment.
By the similar way, we can prove the following proposition: (2) 0 is a semidevel

opment.
Next, let r' n, m be an arbitrary subfamily of Yn, m' If Qn$:r'n, m' then we put

Ym(x(B»*=rm(x(B» nr'n,m' Since {CIVxcBl [BEJ2.n} is discrete and U {GIGETm(x(B»*}
cCI V,CB), we have

CI(Ur'n.m)=CI(U {GIGEYm(x(B»*, BEJ2.n})

=Cl( UBe~.( U{G\GEym(x(B) )*})

= UBe4.(ClCU {GIGErm(x (B) ) *}»

= UBe~.CCIVxcB))(U {GIGErm(x(B»*}»

CUBe.2.(U {D(G) IGErm(x(B»*})

= U{D(G) IGEr'n,m}'

CI(nr'n.m)=ClCU {GIGEr'n,m,Gi=Qn}) UCI Qn

cU {D(G) \GEr'n,m, Gi=Qn} UCI Qn

= U{D(G) IGEr'n,m}.
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Therefore, (3) r"", is cushioned in 0.",. By (1), (2) and (3), the theorem IS proved
completely.

Burke [5J has shown that a locally developable space is developable if it is subpara
compact. we can obtain analogous result as follows:

THEOREM 3. A locally semidevelopable space is semidevelopable if and only if it is
subparacompact.

Proof. The necessity is proved by the present author [8J and the sufficiency can be
proved by the similar way to theorem 4 and Burke's method.

Alexander has proved that a space is semi-metrizable if and only if it is a semi-de
velopable To-space. It is well known that a locally To-space is To-space. Then by the
Alexander's result and Theorem 3, we have the following

COROLLARY 4. A locally semi-metric space is semi-metri:::able if and only if it is
subparacompact.
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